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note for Mac users:
due to the delay in 3rd party compilation modules, a number of plugins are still in an older version and

will not have some features and can present a slightly different interface than those which are described in this document
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Most of the Acousmodules plugins share some common graphics and user interface elements.
Some are obvious, others are less ...
But this means that once you are familiarized with a few plugins you can become very fluent with all of them!

all sliders, sliding datas, XY pads:
hold Ctrl/Cmd while draging to get fine values

also, in general Right Click to MIDI Learn / UnLearn

sliding datas, waveforms, curves:
press and drag the mouse upward/downward
to change the values

patch system:
- pick and drag a cable from one input to an output or the contrary
- hold Alt/ to pick and change a connection or to remove it
- in some plugins it can be difficult to pick a cable when several are connected to the same plug, in this case right-click on the cable and select "Remove"

versioning: the plugins don't use versions numbers but their build date: right click on the background to show it



spatial configurations import / export
purpose: exchange the speakers (or the inputs) arrangements between plugins that use the same spatialization method and view

Since the begining of 2022 most of the plugins that are based on a symbolic space
view can import and export their channels arrangement.
Even if the settings which are specific to each plugin remain of course to be edited,
this can result in a great gain of time ...

The files are simple text that can be eventually edited by hand, but the plugins and
apps "SpaceEditor" are more appropriated ...
It may also be possible later to convert them and to import such configurations
datas from and to spatialization softwares and plugins (already tested and working
with GRMTools Spaces plugins).

There are three files formats:
- "Spat" type: two views "Top" and "Front", 36 (+18) and 64 channels versions

include: the channels X,Y,Z coordinates and the channels activations
does not include: channels Area values, channels colors

- "Layers" type: one Top view associated with 3 or 4 Height Layers (48 or 64 channels)
include: the channels X, Y coordinates for each Layer, the channels mappings
does not include: channels Area values, Layers Areas, Layers activations

- "Spaced" type: one false perspective view (mainly effects and utilities, 64 channels)
include: the channels visual position and the channels activations

The proper file extension is automatically selected in the OS file browser.
You can use the SpaceEditor 36-64 plugin (or application for Windows) to convert
the files between these two formats, thus making actually 96 plugins able to exchange
their spatial configurations!

Please note that the following pages may not yet include the view and the description of the
Import/Export buttons.

Compatibility list (blue = spatialization, green = effects, red = samplers, purple = synth, brown = utilities, in italics the plugins that don't support it yet):
am36 am64 aml3 am3d

AggregaSynth AnimaPlayer 864 AnimaSpat 48L SpacedAnalyzer 64
AnimaPlayer 836 AnimaSampler 864 AnimaSpat 848L SpacedBass 60.4
AnimaSpat 836 AnimaSpat 864 AnimaPlayer 848 SpacedConvert 64
AnimaSynth 836 AnimaSpat 3D64 MassLayers 848 SpacedFilter 64
BrushSampler 18 AnimaSynth 864 SpaceConverter 3L SpacedGain 64
ConcatPlayer 1636 BrushPlayer 464 SpatLayers 248, 264, 848 SpacedRoute-R

Distances 36 BrushSampler 64 SpatSampler 64L SpacedRoute-S
FocusDelay 36 ConcatPlayer 1664 SpatStrument 48L SpacedTest 64
FocusFilter 36 ConcatSampler 1664 SpatSynth 48L SpacedView 64
FocussMass 36 DiffuseVerb 64
FocusPlayer 36 Distances 64
FocusRing 36 FocusDelay 64
FocusSynth 36 FocusFilter 64
FocusVerb 36 FocusGrains 64
FocusVox 36 FocusMass 64

MassModeler 1636 FocusPitch 64
MassSynth 1636 FocusPlayer 64
Room 3610 FocusRing 64

SampleModeler 1636 FocusShifter 64
ScaleMass 2436, 3236 FocusSynth 64

SpaceBrush 18 FocusVerb 64
SpaceConverter 36 MassGrains 1664
SpaceEditor 36 MassModeler 1664
Spat3D 218 MassSampler 1664
Spat3D 236 MassSynth 1664
Spat3D 836 MorphPlayer 864

SpatDelay 1636 MorphSampler 864
SpatHaas 136 MPESampler 64
SpatMass 818 MPESpat 864
SpatMass 1636 OctoMass 864
SpatSteps 36 OctoMorph 64

SpatStrument 18 PathSampler 64
SpectraMass 36 Room 64

SpectraShaper 1636 RoomSampler 64
ZyliaMass 1936 SampleModeler 1664

ScaleMass 864, 1664, 3264
ScaleSampler 864
SpaceBrush 264
SpaceEditor 64

Spat3D 264, 864, 1664
SpatDelay 1664

SpatMass 864, 1664
SpatPath 64
SpatSteps 64

SpatStrument 64
SpatSynth3D 64
SpectraMass 1664
SpectraShaper 1664
StretchSampler 1664
VaporSampler 864

ZyliaMass 1964
ZoneDelay 64
ZoneFilter 64
ZonePitch 64
ZoneShaper 64
ZoneVerb 64



SimpleTest MultiLevels
SimpleBass

SimplePatch SquarePatch

SpacedRouteDistances

SpacedTest
SpacedBass

SpacedView

SpacedAnalyzer

SpherePeaks

SimpleAnalyzer MultiAnalyzer

OctAnalyzer

OctOscillo

SpaceConverter 3D SpaceConverter 3L

SpaceInFaders

Room 3610

ScaleLine 64

ScaleLines 4x16
SpaceEditor



Test / Calibrate / Adjust
These plugins take place traditionnaly on the Master or Monitoring chain

Applications:
- test the hardware connections between a soundcard and the amplifiers/loudspeakers
- verify the channel mapping
- test and adjust the levels
- send the lower frquencies of each output channel to one or more subs (bass management)
- (distance copensation)



SpacedTest 64

select the test Waveform

play a range of channels sequentially

first channel of the sequence

channels range

Load a wave file to
use as a test signal sequence speed and order

play mode:
Continuous
or Iterative

in Iterative mode:
Rate and Shape
of the iteration

Ctrl/Cmd-click on a number to play the test tone on this channel

adjust the test tone frequency in the 20 - 2000 Hz range,
x10 to multiply the values by 10 ...

choose to play the test tone or use the wave file

start the wave file to play

adjust the volume (the value is Peak dBFS)
Pink Noise at -12 dB peak = -20 dBRMS for K-20 calibration

applications:
* channel mapping test
* speakers calibration

place the channels points according to the corresponding
speakers/sounds' channels positions in space

(it is only visual, no spatial processing is involved)

select the outputs to view

Save (Load) a spatial configuration
file in the *.am3d format



SimpleTest 64

select the test Waveform

play a range of channels sequentially

first channel to play
channel range

sequence speed and order

play mode:
Continuous
or Iterative in Iterative mode:

Rate and Shape
of the iteration

click on a number to play the test tone on this channel

adjust the test tone frequency
(x10 to multipliy by 10 ...)

choose to play the test tone or use a wave file
Play the wave file

adjust the volume (the value is Peak dBFS)
Pink Noise at -12 dB peak = -20 dBRMS for K-20 calibration

applications:
* channel mapping test
* speakers calibration



SpacedGain 64

select the channels to view

load a spatial configuration
file in the *.am3d format

save a spatial configuration
file in the *.am3d format

Ctrl/Cmd+Click to activate
(red) or bypass (blue)

Shift+Drag to adjust the value
from -18 to +18 dB, the center
position means "no change"

place the channels points according to the corresponding
speakers/sounds' channels positions in space if they

are fixed, otherwise put them as you want ...
(it is only visual, no spatial processing is involved)

applications:
* loudspeakers calibration levels
* equilibration changes in a

multichannel sound



MultiLevels 32 & 64

adjust the channel's gain (value in dB)

activate / mute the channel

applications:
* loudspeakers calibration levels
* equilibration changes in a

multichannel sound
* channels muting



SpacedBass 16.2 & 60.4

LFE level
LFE channelcrossover filters slope

Ctrl/Cmd+Click to activate

crossover filters frequency,
from 50 (left) to 150 Hz (right),

mid position = 100 Hz

additional low-cut filter
to prevent low frequencies
to be sent to the speakers

level of the low end signal
to send to the four

LFE channels (percentage)

applications:
loudspeakers space
bass management

select the channels to view

Save (Load) a spatial configuration
file in the *.am3d format

place the channels points according to the corresponding
speakers/sounds' channels positions in space if they

are fixed, otherwise put them as you want ...
(it is only visual, no spatial processing is involved)



SimpleBass 18, 36 & 64

LFE levels

crossover filters slope
(a value of 2 to 4 is
generally advisable)

select the output channel for each LFE
(only two in the 18 channels version)

crossover filters frequency

additional low-cut filter
to prevent low frequencies
to be sent to the speakers

level of the low end signal
to send to the four

LFE channels (percentage)

applications:
loudspeakers space bass

management



Distances 36 & 64

the cube's width that is used to calculate
the delays values, it also means the fixed
delay time introduced by the plugin

use the grid to place the points
at the more accurate position
relatively to the real speakers;
since the grid size view
depends on the Room size

the position values will be more
precise for small room than
for large ones ... which is

generally good

the position of the "listener" determines the relative delay compensation values for every channel,
if a point coincides with the listener its delay will be equal to the maximum value allowed by the Room Size setting;

together with the Romm Size value it can also be used to obtain some artificial space widening or other interesting effects ...

Load/Save a spatial
configuration file
in the *.am36 or
*.am64 format



Visualize / Analyze
These plugins take place traditionnaly on the Master or Monitoring chain



SpacedView 64 SpherePeaks 36
move freely the points so they match the speakers position,

it is a false 3D view so it must be done by sight

view the numbered points
(to edit the positions)

view the Peaks blobs

select the channels to be viewed

applications:
* confirmation of the channels

activity according to the
loudspeakers positions

* complement of a binaural
reduction or diffusion recording

* help to analyze a spatial
composition

Save (Load) a spatial configuration
file in the *.am3d format



SpacedAnalyzer 64

Save (Load) a spatial configuration
file in the *.am3d format

Ctrl/Cmd+Click to activate
(red) or bypass (blue)

select the channels to view

mixed spectrum view of all the selected channels

place the channels points according to the corresponding
speakers/sounds' channels positions in space if they

are fixed, otherwise put them as you want ...
(it is only visual, no spatial processing is involved)



SimpleAnalyzer 164 & 864

select the channel number to be shown
or ALL to show the mix of all channels

select the channel number to be shown

increase the viewed levels



MultiAnalyzer 32 & 64

shows the spectrum of all available inputs (up to 32 or 64), no settings



OctAnalyzer OctOscillo

FFT window size, high values mean better accuracy
but slower graphic rate and more CPU

select the channel
numbers to be shown

increase the viewed levels

activate the channels

time window
(horizontal zoom)

analyze rate amplitude



Route
These plugins can be used either on sounds, on tracks or on the Master/Monitoring chain

Applications:
-
-
-



SpacedRoute-R & -S
applications:

* multichannel sound's
channels mapping
* loudspeakers
organization

select the outputs to view and to use

Load/Save a spatial configuration
file in the *.am3d formatShift+Drag to select the channel to send to Shift+Drag to select the channel to reveive from

place the channels points according to the corresponding
speakers/sounds' channels positions in space if they

are fixed, otherwise put them as you want ...
(it is only visual, no spatial processing is involved)



SimplePatch 18 & 36 SquarePatch 32 & 64

blue labels = Inputs
red labels = Outputs
signals are added

without gain reduction

applications:
* multichannel sound's
channels mapping

* simple space reduction
or adaptation



Adapt / Convert
These plugins take place traditionnaly on the Master or Monitoring chain.
Their primary destination is to convert one spatial format into another before
rendering or during a diffusion.
Since it is both an aesthetic and a technical process, and since it can take place
in different situations as the studio or the concert, some methods can be more
convenient for a specific purpose, and of course also for different spaces.

In a glance:
- SpaceConverter-3L 64: suitable for every space and situation where the speakers can be organized as up to 3 height layers,
reasonably precise and easy to set even for periphonic only layouts
- SpaceConverter-3D 36: works idealy with 2D and 3D grids or when the height levels are often different with a purpose
- SpacedConvert 64: a good compromise between the previous and the next ones and when clarity and efficiency is more important than subtlety
- SpaceInFaders 64: when everything else fails to be satisfactory, for very special or complex speakers arrangement, or simply because ,
it needs time and concentration
- ScaleLine 64: when the space can be considered as a line where you have only to change its density, very fast to set (but no channel mapping)
- ScaleLines 464: when the space can be considered as up to four lines, works very well with domes (line = circle)
- Room 3610: a special application to work in "high resolution spaces" when you only have a small number of loudspeakers ...



SpaceConverter-3D 36

symbolic position of the input(s),
the real effect depends on its
proximity to the surrounding

output points and the Area settings

Inputs selection / activation

adjust the Inputs levels (+/- 12 dB)

adjust the Outputs levels (+/- 12 dB)

(Top View) place the numbered output symbols
according to the loudspeakers spatial positions,
it has not to be rigouros: the more they are visually
equally spaced the better may be the result.

The same for the right hand Front View (the horizontal
positions are reflected from the master Top View) (Front View) the view is compressed vertically

but the distances are always based on a square,
the thin coloured horizontal lines can help to
place the points considering that the vertical
density of speakers is generally lower than

in the horizontal plane

increase or reduce each output Area to
compensate for graphical distances
differences or to obtain special effects.

In general it is recommanded to try to organize
first the points in an equidistant manner before

eventually changing these values.

outputs activation or colour selection

output Areas main setting:
change the Area size for all the outputs at once,
the resulting levels are NOT compensated

shows the levels values for each output
according to the position of the first input,
it can help to adjust the graphic distance
between the outputs and the Area settingsapplications:

* spatial format adaptation
to a specific loudspeakers
organization for a diffusion
* fine multichannel sound's
space transformations



SpaceConverter-3L & -2L
place the red balls output symbols

according to the loudspeakers spatial positions,
it has not to be rigouros: the more they are visually

equally spaced the better will be the result.

adjust the Inputs levels (+/- 12 dB)
to compensate for the possible gain loss
(when an input is between several outputs)

adjust the Outputs levels (+/- 12 dB)
to compensate for the possible increased gain
(when several inputs are stacked on one output)

select the Layers to show

Outputs Areas

show the Layer's
Inputs and Outputs

Layer's Areas
global setting

Import/Export the Inputs and Outputs
Spatial Configuration files in .am3l format

show the Separate option
to Import/Export

each Layer separately

Import/Export each Layer
in the .amsl format

blue balls = symbolic position of the
inputs, the real effect depends
on its proximity to the surrounding
output points and the Area settings

both Inputs and Outputs:
the small dots represent
the Layer's internal channel
(up to 25) whereas the Blue
and Red balls represent the
audio channels: Shit+Drag
to select from 01 to 64,
important: select "-"
to turn them OFF

applications:
* spatial format adaptation
to a specific loudspeakers
organization organized as
up to three height layers

* fine multichannel sound's
space transformations



SpacedConvert 64

select the channels to view

load a spatial configuration
file in the *.am3d format

save a spatial configuration
file in the *.am3d format

Shift+Drag to adjust the input
gain from -12 to +12 dB,

center position means "no change"
place the channels points according to the corresponding

speakers/sounds' channels positions in space
(it is only visual, no spatial processing is involved)



SpaceInFaders 64

select the output channels

adjust (lower) the level
sent to the output channels

adjust the input level

Inputs meter Outputs meter

applications:
* spatial format adaptation
to a specific loudspeakers
organization for a diffusion
(when everything else fails)
* fine multichannel sound's
space transformations



ScaleLine 64

sets how the volume changes around each
point, from very exponential to very fast sets how the sound's amplitude

is spread around each point

Drag the Input points along the path
(use Ctrl/Cmd keys for fine movements).
The grey numbers indicate the Outputs.

The more they are close to the more chances
are that they merge one in the other.

The effect depends on the Size and Shape settings.

compress, expand or invert the Inputs positions move all the Inputs (linear) apply a slow/fast shape
along the positions

(they become non linear)

random Input positions

applications:
* spatial format adaptation to a

periphonic loudspeakers
organization where the speakers

follow the channels order
* fine multichannel sound's space

transformations



ScaleLines 4x16

compress, expand or invert
the Inputs positions move all the Inputs

(linear)

apply a slow/fast shape
along the positions

(they become non linear)
random Inputs positionssets how the volume

changes around each
point, from very

progressive to very fast

sets how the sound's amplitude
is spread around each point

activate the Line
(the first one is always on)

select the Inputs
(the numbers are relative
to the Line, see the Patch
for their real channels)

Drag the Input points along the path (use Ctrl/Cmd keys for fine movements).
The grey numbers indicate the Line's outputs (see the Patch for the real channels).
The more they are close to the more chances are that they merge one in the other.

The effect depends on the Size and Shape settings.

see next page

show the Patch screen to connect
the physical Inputs and Outputs

to the Lines

applications:
* spatial format adaptation to a

periphonic loudspeakers constituted
of several lines or circles where the
speakers follow the channels order
* fine multichannel sound's space

transformations



plugin's Inputs Layers Inputs Layers outputs plugin's outputs



Room 3610

Outputs activation and
Areas fine settings

applications:
monitoring of a

multichannel work
when only 8 or 10

speakers are available

the position of the "listener" determines the relative delay
values and cutoff frequency of every input, that

may help to simulate the virtual speakers' distancesvirtual speakers positions:
they don't have to be accurate
relatively to their physical
positions but they must
represent a good image
relatively to the available
real speakers; it may need
some trial and error process

and relay on hearing
instead of seeing ...

real speakers positions:
even if they must follow

more or less the real positions
in the room, they must be
visually organized to favor
the regularity of the

LowPass filter cutoff, use it to help to
simulate the virtual speakers' distances

Load and Save the virtual
speakers configuration file
in the *.am36 format

Freeverb parameters,
must be used lightly ...

(outputs 9/10 are labelled "HL" and "HR"
but they can be of course placed anywhere)

the cube space width
that is used to calculate

the delays and
attenuation values

compensate the virtual
speakers levels according
to their distance from
the real speakers

use the view of the output
amplitudes for Input 1 to
help to adjust the Inputs

positions relatively to the speakers

"wall reflexions"
quantity

global extension of
the 10 speakers Areas,

a high value makes the space
more homogeneous, a low

value can cause volume drops
for the more distant points



SpaceEditor 36-64

arrange the raw visual channels position
so as they are both relative to the speakers
positions in space and the distances
between them is the more regular, the

second aspect beeing generally more important,
they generally have to be modified according to
the specific plugins processing, the sounds,
the physical space and artistic the purpose ...

show the positions values, 0/1 normalized,
they can be also entered by keyboard

select 36 or 64 channels display mode

show the guidlines for easier spherical positionning

Load/Save the spatial layout in the selected
file format (doesn't depend on the display mode)

when 36 channels mode is selected
the editing zones above 36 are masked


